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Is it the pure absence of the quirky heavy-
handed influence of humans? Is it something 
that reflects an unbroken transfer of sun 
energy, water and soil producing plant and 
animal communities in an orderly way?  
Is nature something we humans can even  
get into without screwing it up? Can our 
outdoor activities carry on and still keep the 
environment natural? I think so and some  
of it depends on what we expect to come of 
our actions. 

The simplest working definition  
I can find of “natural” is “Existing  
in, or caused by nature.” 
Hmm… that is a big tent. A second easy 
(but wrong) way of defining nature is to 
say everything that is not human-caused 
is natural. As outdoors enthusiasts know, 
such a separation is artificial as we pick wild 
saskatoons, build fly rods from bamboo 
strips, fill nature’s predator role and cycle 
nutrients to and from our favorite wildland 
haunts. Yet, we sometimes feel city-bound 
and apart from nature. 

 ► by Lee Foote

Ranchers, farmers, my co-workers doing forest management and garden 
construction: their daily work in nature is elemental and visceral. It raises  
the question though, is it natural? And what is natural anyway?

My grandfather could look out of his country 
home’s window and see his milk cow, the 
hay pasture, a wood lot for firewood, and a 
garden for household vegetables. He lived 
close to the land and by today’s standards, he 
would be a back-to-the-land hipster grandpa. 
When he was born in 1891, 80 percent of 
Canadians lived in rural settings. Today, 80 
percent of us live in urban environments and 
nature’s bounty is trucked to us from afar. 
Unlike Grandpa, we have to make the effort 
to reconnect with nature, so we escape into 
wild settings to exercise the primitive senses 
of sight, smell, hearing, taste and touch more 
directly. We all carry a mental toolbox of 
rarely used skills such as wayfinding, spatial 
problem-solving, interaction with other 
species, pattern recognition in nature and 
adrenaline-rich responses to wildlife. It is 
uniquely gratifying to reward our bodies 
with exertion and exercise our ancient 
ancestral instincts. 

Nature cultivates hopes and dreams too. 
Everyone can think of a time when they felt 
excited anticipation: a wedding day, birth of 
a child, an overseas holiday or opening day.

footenote

Outdoor lovers might wish for a bouncing 
whitetail, a lush berry patch, trout rising 
at an urban riverside, or even a beautiful 
sunrise from a high-rise building. As shown 
in scientific studies of recovering hospital 
patients, as little as a view of nature can 
improve health and healing. We can find the 
natural if we are open to it and don’t forget 
that hopeful anticipation is one of nature’s 
delicious pleasures. 

There are so few things in our 
world that give us such a positive 
sense of hopefulness as paying 
attention to the outdoors and 
ideally, going out into it. 
Who would not want to improve their 
health, exercise their minds in creative ways, 
be thrilled by the unexpected and engage in 
hopeful optimism? Far from being separated 
from nature, we humans can embrace the 
natural and become part of it.    
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